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ISO/TC8 Resolution 354

TC8 resolves that all designated representatives of ISO to IMO meetings shall provide a brief of the meeting attended to TC8 Secretary for distribution.

Resolution 355

Subcommittees are requested to enhance coordination with other SCs within TC8 to ensure that there is sufficient expertise for standards development and timely response to market needs.

Resolution 356

TC8 resolves that SC1 develop a PAS for ISO 22757, people localisation system for evacuation of passenger ships with a goal of publishing the PAS within 1 year to best meet industry need for safety of passengers on passenger ships.
Resolution 357

TC8 agrees to change the title of SC1 to “Maritime Safety” to better reflect the work done in the Subcommittee and be consistent with SC1 Chairman’s role as TC8 Director to IMO MSC.

Resolution 358

TC8 agrees to register PWI 30001 Best practice of ship recycling yards with the project leader of Koichi Yoshida under TC8 WG6.

Resolution 359

Noting the dedicated work and great achievement as SC2 Chairman for the past 11 years, TC8 expresses sincere thanks to Koichi Yoshida for his great contribution to TC8.

Resolution 360

Noting the dedicated work and great achievement as SC4 Chairman for the past 17 years, TC8 expresses sincere thanks to Xiaochuan Tong for his great contribution to TC8.

Resolution 361

Noting the dedicated work and great achievement as SC6 Chairman for the past 9 years, TC8 expresses sincere thanks to Hayama Imazu for his great contribution to TC8.

Resolution 362

Noting the dedicated work and great achievement as SC8 Chairman for the past 9 years, TC8 expresses sincere thanks to Seichang Lee for his great contribution to TC8.
Resolution 363

TC 8 decides to cancel Project ISO/NP 29406 “Ships and marine technology - Offshore wind energy - Personnel transport systems” at this time.

Title and scope of the project will be reviewed and may possibly be divided into parts by WG 3 prior to being introduced as a new project.

Resolution 364

TC8 resolves to rename WG4 to “Maritime security” with convenor Mr. Robin Townsend. Work of ISO TC8 SC1 WG6 is hereby transferred to TC8/WG4. Work of immediate priority is Floating armouries and Cyber Safety as per ISO TC8 SC1 AGM in Tokyo May 2017.

The scope of TC8 WG4 is as follows:

“Work to safeguard against threats, risks and other attacks, specifically in the maritime sector.”

Resolution 365

Considering the standards demand from IMO on Polar region, TC8 resolves to keep WG9 for high level design of Polar related standards development.

All work items related to Polar region shall be coordinated by WG9.

Yanqing Li is nominated as the Convenor.

Resolution 366

TC8 resolves to run a CD ballot for ISO 19738 Ships and marine technology - In-line method for obtaining representative samples of ballast water, and extend the timeframe for 9 month.
Resolution 367

TC8 resolves to establish WG 14 on “Maritime Education and Training” directly reporting to TC8 Chairman with the scope of developing outreach documents designed to encourage new people to join the maritime industry.

Charlie Piersall is nominated as the Convenor with a term of three years.

Resolution 368

TC8 welcomes the presentations on LNG Device of Fishing Vessels and invites member bodies to actively participate in the development of standards for specialized vessels in TC8 WG8.

Resolution 369

Considering the need for standards to support the ISA (International Seabed Authority), TC8 requests ISO to apply for a Liaison relationship with ISA and designate TC8 to be the representative committee.

Resolution 370

TC8 resolves to set up a drafting group led by Robin Townsend for updating strategic business plan before March, 2018.

Resolution 371

Subcommittee Chairmen are requested to increase their submissions on applicable subject matter to the IMO via TC8 Chairman.

Resolution 372

TC8 requests that SC Chairmen send their input to TC8 Secretary for IMO meetings in advance so that TC8 can have flyers and other information prepared for the IMO meetings.
Resolution 373

TC8 will establish a task group on standardizing satellite observation of the ocean surfaces that would be led by Mr. Pan Delu and he is requested to submit a report on progress to TC8 Chairman before CSAG meeting in mid-year 2018.

Resolution 374

TC8 welcomes the proposal on Software maintenance standard of shipboard equipment from BIMCO and CIRM to be developed by WG10, and invites the active participation of members to join in.

Resolution 375

TC8 sincerely thanks Prefectura Naval Argentina (PNA) for their exceptional hosting of the meeting.